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1. OBSAH A CÍL PRÁCE (stručná informace o práci, formulace cíle): 
This work represents an analysis of the Obama and Trump administrations’ foreign policy towards 
Turkey. There are two research questions: Were the policies of the two administrations coherent? Did the 
differing approaches adopted by both presidents lead to the deterioration in relations? 
The study is comparative in nature. 
 
2. VĚCNÉ ZPRACOVÁNÍ (náročnost, tvůrčí přístup, argumentace, logická struktura, teoretické a 

metodologické ukotvení, práce s prameny a literaturou, vhodnost příloh apod.): 
In his B.A. dissertation, Jakub Kučera tackles a complex topic. It appears that his argumentation is both  
sound and valid. The use of sources is good and both the theoretical and methodological grounding of the 
work is satisfactory. 
 
 
3. FORMÁLNÍ A JAZYKOVÉ ZPRACOVÁNÍ (jazykový projev, správnost citace a odkazů na literaturu, 

grafická úprava, formální náležitosti práce apod.): 
I have no major problems with the language, citations, and other formal matters. 
  
 
4. STRUČNÝ KOMENTÁŘ HODNOTITELE (celkový dojem z bakalářské práce, silné a slabé stránky, 

originalita myšlenek, naplnění cíle apod.): 
Jakub Kučera has produced a B.A. dissertation dealing with United States foreign policy towards Turkey.  
In particular, he has decided to compare the policies of the respective Obama and Trump administrations.  
The work consists of an Introduction, four main chapters, and a Conclusion. In addition, a map showing  
the location of American military installations in Turkey is appended at the end of the treatise. The  
sources consulted are adequate as demonstrated by the bibliography. I will offer my comments on each  
individual section in the ensuing paragraphs. 
 
In the Introduction, Jakub spells out the three areas emphasized in the work. His first focus is U.S.- 
Turkish collaboration within the framework of the NATO alliance. Secondly, attention is devoted to the  
war in Syria and the issue of the Kurdish minority. Thirdly, U.S. reactions to the changing domestic  
political situation in Turkey are scrutinized. Jakub states the aim of each individual chapter. The  
theoretical part deals with the deterioration of relations between the U.S. and Turkey and its causes.  
Insofar as the NATO alliance is concerned, Jakub provides a historical background and discusses current  
military collaboration. Regarding the Kurds and the war in Syria, Jakub elaborates on the Turkish  
position and why Turkey views the Kurdish militia as a security threat. Likewise, he evaluates the position  
of the United States and its military cooperation with the Kurds. In addition, the rise of Erdogan’s party  
and its rolling back of the secular and democratic foundations of the Turkish state are scrutinized.  He  
then compares and contrasts the stances of the Obama and Trump administrations on the issues  
mentioned above. Though Jakub does mention his use of different types of sources in a general sense, I  
feel that a more specific literature review is lacking and I must add that this omission obviously weakens  
the quality of the Introduction as such.  
 
Chapter 1 discusses the deterioration of relations between the United States and Turkey in the context of  
post-World War II events. There were disagreements during the Cold War, but these were settled. During  
the Cold War, Turkey was seen as belonging to Europe. After the Cold War ended, the importance of  
Turkey as a strategic partner of the United States diminished. The First Gulf War (1990-1991) led to the  
division of Turkish public opinion concerning the relationship with the U.S. However, Turkish elites stood  



with the United States and the United States valued this. In return for use of the Incirlik air base, the U.S.  
provided much material and financial support to the Turkish military.  However, Turkey was not 
cooperative after 9/11 when the George W. Bush administration decided to embark on the Second Gulf  
War, namely the overthrow of Saddam Hussein.  There were a number of reasons including the absence  
of a UN mandate for the invasion as well as the lack of a strongly pro-American faction inside Turkey. In  
refusing to allow the invasion to be conducted from Turkish territory, Turkey returned to its policy of  
neutrality regarding other Muslim countries. The fact that Erdogan had been elected in Turkey also  
played a role. Erdogan’s desire for Turkey to be a regional power was one of the major factors involved.  
However, Turkey remained an important partner, especially as regards the NATO alliance. A strategic 
document was signed in 2006, which defined and institutionalized the U.S.-Turkish partnership. It was  
thanks to White House efforts to maintain good relations with Turkey that the U.S. House of  
Representatives did not adopt a resolution acknowledging the controversial Armenian genocide. A new  
wave of optimism accompanied Barack Obama’s ascent to the American presidency. While visiting  
Turkey, Obama lauded Turkey, its respect for justice and emphasized Turkey’s regional and global  
significance. However, disagreements concerning Iran’s nuclear program and the issue of the Kurds to  
whom the United States provided military assistance negatively impacted relations.  This chapter is  
decently written. However, a bit more analysis would be desirable. 
 
In Chapter 2, Jakub discusses U.S. policy towards Turkey during the Obama and Trump  
administrations. The three areas of focus are NATO, the civil war in Syria and the Kurdish question, and  
the domestic political situation in Turkey. A good recapitulation of the relationship involving NATO is  
provided. The number of American military personnel in Turkey has diminished greatly since the Cold  
War ended and presently consists of air force troops located at Incirlik. The attempted coup against  
Erdogan in July 2016 indeed damaged relations because some of the planes used were refueled at Incirlik  
while the coup attempt was in progress and the suspected mastermind lives in the United States. This  
complicated U.S.-Turkish collaboration within NATO. Other factors resulting in the deterioration of  
relations is the growing anti-Westernism of Erdogan and Turkey’s growing relations with Putin’s Russia,  
particularly in the security sphere. Though what is written in this section of the chapter is true, there is  
more description than analysis. Insofar as the war in Syria is concerned (along with the issue of Syrian  
Kurds), Indeed, Turkey has done much to help the Syrian opposition, but, besides helping to fight ISIS,  
Turkish military units have done their utmost to divided the three autonomous cantons controlled by  
Kurds collectively referred to as Rojava. This almost resulted in a confrontation between Turkey and the  
United States as the United States had limited forces in the area. Conflict was averted through the  
establishment of joint U.S.-Turkish patrols. Just as in the first section of this chapter, there is far too  
much description and too little analysis. In the third section, the domestic political situation in Turkey is  
evaluated. The matter of Erdogan’s rise is revisited as is the radicalization of Erdogan’s political party. It  
became clear in time that Erdogan’s movement was slowly undoing the secularization upon which modern  
Turkey had been based since its inception following the First World War. The linking of some of the  
opposition to Erdogan to the Kurds certainly did not help to facilitate a solution to the Kurdish fight for  
independence from Turkey. Following the 2016 coup attempt, Erdogan labeled his triumph as a “gift from  
God” and opposition activities were forcibly curtailed. Most importantly, the constitution of Turkey was  
changed to a presidential rather than the previous  parliamentary system and Erdogan’s consolidation of  
power has continued. This section is certainly better than the first two.  
 
Jakub compares and contrasts policy decisions of the Obama and Trump administrations in Chapter 3  
with a focus on the same points as in Chapter 2. Insofar as the issue of U.S.-Turkish collaboration within  
the framework of NATO is concerned, Obama emphasized his positive approach towards Turkey. One  
point of success is the matter of anti-missile defense where both sides have benefited from collaboration.   
The 2011 intervention in Libya is also mentioned. The Trump administration, on the other hand, has been  
more critical of NATO and has complained that the European allies have not been contributing enough to  
the functioning of the alliance and Trump has even raised the prospect of U.S. withdrawal from NATO,  
which Jakub rightly says is most unlikely to happen. On the matter of the war in Syria and the associated  
Kurdish problem, Obama assisted the Kurds, whereas the Turkish authorities did not support this move  
and considered the battles of Syria’s Kurds with others as a war between terrorist entities.  Turkey’s  
request for a no-fly zone over Syria was rejected because the Obama White House feared direct American  
clashed with Assad’s forces. In fact, Turkey itself intervened in Syria in order to limit Kurdish gains on  
the battlefield. In the end, the Obama administration never came to any agreement with Turkey and left  
the issue to the incoming Trump administration. Trump initially supported the Kurds just as Obama had,  
but in 2017 the U.S. discussions with Erdogan resulted in an agreement that the U.S. would cease its  
support for the Kurds and the issue of the Kurds in northern Syria remains unresolved. With regard to  



Turkish domestic politics, the Obama administration was initially positively disposed towards Erdogan,  
but the repression following the coup attempt of 2016 led to a deterioration of relations.  President Trump  
initially had good relations with Erdogan, which were credited for achieving the release of American  
citizens held in Turkey in the aftermath of the 2016 coup attempt, but when further negotiations led  
nowhere, even the Trump administration imposed some tariffs and other symbolic sanctions on Turkey,  
which resulted in a worsening of relations.  Overall, this chapter is well conceived and better than Chapter  
2 
 
Chapter 4 represents a discussion of the points Jakub has made in earlier chapters. Jakub recapitulates  
his earlier points here and alerts the reader to the fact that the positions of both American presidents must  
be seen in line with the evolving geopolitical situation and the priorities of both leaders. However, this has  
resulted in the actual content of each president’s policy being similar even though the motivations of  
Obama and Trump are different. I have no problem here. 
 
In the Conclusion, Jakub reiterates points he made previously and basically indicates that the difference  
between Obama and Trump in their policies towards Turkey is rather one of degree, not kind.  In other  
words, the actual policies are similar. 
 
This work meets the requirements for a B.A. dissertation. However, due to the lack of analysis in some  
Chapters, as well as excessive repetition, I recommend a mark of VERY GOOD (C) contingent on Jakub’s  
performance in the oral defense.    
   
 
5. OTÁZKY A PŘIPOMÍNKY DOPORUČENÉ K BLIŽŠÍMU VYSVĚTLENÍ PŘI OBHAJOBĚ (jedna až tři): 
How do you see American policy toward Turkey evolving given the Trump administration’s stated goal to 
withdraw American troops from Syria?  
 
How is the situation of the Kurds likely to evolve?  
 
6. DOPORUČENÍ / NEDOPORUČENÍ K OBHAJOBĚ A NAVRHOVANÁ ZNÁMKA 
 (výborně, velmi dobře, dobře, nevyhověl): C 
 
 
Datum: Prague, 29 January 2019    Podpis: 
 
 
 
Pozn.: Hodnocení pište k jednotlivým bodům, pokud nepíšete v textovém editoru, použijte při nedostatku místa zadní stranu 
nebo přiložený list. V hodnocení práce se pokuste oddělit ty její nedostatky, které jsou, podle vašeho mínění, obhajobou 
neodstranitelné (např. chybí kritické zhodnocení pramenů a literatury), od těch věcí, které student může dobrou obhajobou 
napravit; poměr těchto dvou položek berte prosím v úvahu při stanovení konečné známky. 
 
 


